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Adriana Evans was born in Cleveland, Ohio and was a special guest on
'Jonathan Scales Show', a radio show hosted by jazz drummer and

percussionist Jonathan Scales. She credits Scales with helping her step
outside of her small town upbringing and learn to be comfortable in new
surroundings. Eventually she was signed as a recording artist to Capitol
Records, a label with a hip-hop/rap conglomerate like hip-hop giant Loud

Records. The daughter of jazz singer Mary Stallings, Evans emerged in the
mid-90s featuring on her future collaborator and producer (and also future

husband) Jonathan 'Dred' Scott's 1994 album Breakin' Combs. After starting
with Capitol Records when she started recording her debut, she landed on
hip-hop powerhouse label Loud Records to finish and release her album.

Working with Scott and musician and arranger Rastine Calhoun III, the album
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featured 12 tracks of power packed music; featuring a blend of jazz and
classic soul music with contemporary R&B and hip-hop serving as the
soundtrack to her sweet yet powerful vocals. The album featured two

singles: Seeing Is Believing and Love Is All Around which both charted on the
Billboard R&B charts. Not only is it easy to listen to, but its one of the best

releases of the past few years that was under the radar. Adriana was born in
Cleveland, Ohio and was a special guest on 'Jonathan Scales Show', a radio

show hosted by jazz drummer and percussionist Jonathan Scales. She credits
Scales with helping her step outside of her small town upbringing and learn

to be comfortable in new surroundings. Eventually she was signed as a
recording artist to Capitol Records, a label with a hip-hop/rap conglomerate
like hip-hop giant Loud Records. The daughter of jazz singer Mary Stallings,

Evans emerged in the mid-90s featuring on her future collaborator and
producer (and also future husband) Jonathan 'Dred' Scott's 1994 album
Breakin' Combs. After starting with Capitol Records when she started

recording her debut, she landed on hip-hop powerhouse label Loud Records
to finish and release her album. Working with Scott and musician and

arranger Rastine Calhoun III, the album featured 12 tracks of power packed
music; featuring a blend of jazz and classic soul music with contemporary

R&B and hip-hop serving as the soundtrack to her sweet yet powerful vocals.
The album featured two singles: Seeing Is Believing and Love Is All Around

which both charted on the Billboard R&B charts.
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